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******************************************************************
Introduction
******************************************************************
This astrological report is designed as a guide for your growth and personal evolution in the New
Age.
This report is divided into two sections: the first one analyzes your personality with its multiple facets
(Sun and Moon positions); and the second one analyzes the twelve astrological houses.
This report is not merely descriptive. In the majority of cases, ideas are suggested that can help your
personal evolution. The subjects are approached from different points of view such as metaphysical,
spiritual, nutritional and general.
In a few places there may be certain contradictions because an astrological influence may favor one
aspect of life and harm another. Because of that, it is necessary that you read the report with a bit of logic
and, especially, that you let your intuition guide you.
It is necessary that you know yourself, that you know your potential and your limitations, because by
working on your personal evolution you help everyone else as well, contributing to the evolution of all life.

******************************************************************
Birth Astrological Data
******************************************************************
The natal chart is a map of the sky that shows the
astrological positions at the moment and place of birth. For
the benefit of students of Astrology, these positions as well
as other technical information are listed below:
Sun
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Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
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Pluto
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Tropical Placidus Daylight Saving Time observed
GMT: 01:00:00 Time Zone: 0 hours West
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FIRST PART
******************************************************************
Chapter 1:
Your essence. Your self. The Sun.
******************************************************************
Character is destiny. By improving
your personality you create good
conditions for your future.

Sun in Aries:
Elton, you were born under the sign of Aries and your ruling planet is Mars, which will equip you with
enough energy and enthusiasm to face life in general. You are a man with lots of initiative who is capable
of achieving a very important place in this world.
You are sincere, straight to the point and clear in your opinions, which could cause some problems;
however, those problems will not make you change your ways. You will be protective with the people
you love and will always be ready to help everybody. Your physical energy will be endless, and you will
never seem to be tired. If you practice a sport, you will be the best. If you don't, it would be wise to add
any kind of physical activity to your schedule; otherwise, the energy inside you will exacerbate your
aggressiveness and anxiety.
You have a lot of personal pride, and sometimes you can be hurt very easily. You like challenges and
difficult goals, both physically and emotionally. Your competitive spirit will make you win in everything
you start thanks to your courage, independence, dynamism and capacity to get things done.
You admire and love people who express energy and power. You never feel inferior to anyone,
instead you compete against everybody. You always display a strong and invincible personality which
will make you the leader at home, at work and at any other place you frequent.
You are passionate and intense when you love. You feel that you have to protect yourself and your
lover and you like to give yourself completely to him. You are always waiting for his recognition and
approval, and you tend to act in ways that get his attention.
You were born to lead people, to innovate, to defend fair causes and the people you love. Your
mission consists of opening new ways, creating new enterprises, broadcasting your ideas and most
importantly, teaching the world through your behavior that success comes to our lives when we truly
believe in ourselves.

In order to evolve, you need to learn how to control your impulsiveness, impatience and selfishness.
You will have to find ways to avoid getting angry and exploding so easily. You should find a creative and
positive activity through which you could channel your natural aggressiveness. In addition, you must avoid
arrogant, intolerant, rough or violent attitudes, and learn to consider other people's ideas, without losing
your self-esteem.
Sun in 3rd house:
You have an outstanding mind that will lead you to think of very original solutions to your problems. It
is important that you study and grow intellectually because that will form the basis for your selfconfidence. You can excel in activities related to communications such as journalism, literature, speaking,
etc.
If you have brothers, they will be an important influence in your life and you will probably have a
particular fondness for one of them. You invest a lot of importance in your immediate environment, and
you will search for a good neighborhood in which to live.
Because of your mental restlessness, you will travel a lot and wish to meet different people. You will
be very curious and you will be interested in knowing different things. On the negative side, you have a
tendency towards impatience, inconsistency and arrogance; you can also be very opinionated with your
ideas.
Sun Trine Saturn:
You are very responsible and organized. Your word is firm and you have a strong inclination towards
faithfulness unchangeable over time. You can count on the patience and perseverance needed to evolve
in life. In time you will reach a great personal maturity that will allow you to act moderately and in balance
in each situation.
This astrological aspect indicates a very favorable paternal influence. You have learned from your
father many of the qualities mentioned above and your sense of security will allow you to have a
successful life.
In addition, you will have a resistance to disease, which predicts by itself a very long life.

******************************************************************
Chapter 2:
The Moon. Your emotional world.
******************************************************************
Moon in Taurus:
Your emotions are deep, stable and lasting. Your feelings towards a person can be for life, which will
make you loyal and trustworthy. In your emotional world you search for security and protection. You will
act cautiously while you get to know someone and you will open your heart little by little. You immensely
enjoy physical contact, caresses and hugs, becoming very sensual with your partner. If you do not
receive the stable emotional response that you need you can turn to the materialistic world in an
obsessive way, developing a strong sense of possession that will lead you to buy objects and accumulate
money.
You have the ability to solve problems thanks to your emotional control; you do not let yourself
become bewildered easily and you prefer to take things calmly. Your rhythm will be slower than that of
other people. You react gradually to situations and not in a sudden manner. You assimilate ideas little by
little and become clumsy with haste. You have a good memory and your ideas are fixed. It is unlikely that
any change in mood will affect your original opinions. You also have a great manual ability that will lead
you to perform well in any manual or artistic task such as gardening.
It is probable that your mother is possessive and a bit materialistic. Her insecurities lead her to hold on
to that which is known, traditional and solid, and you have learned from her to react in the same way.
You also inherit from her your tenacity and perseverance.
Throughout your previous lives you have been accumulating goods and today it is hard for you to act
with detachment and freedom. You can remain tied down even to those things or people that harm you
or limit your freedom. It is probable that you have not yet learned to trust in the retribution of the
Universe and you fear for your future economic situation. You must avoid your "poverty conscience",
obsession, stinginess, and develop more internal security, trusting in your own resources and productivity,
and, basically, you must learn to possess with detachment.
Moon in 4th house:
Elton, you feel a great love and closeness towards your family so that you will develop ties that are
difficult to cut. This love also extends to your city, your country, your traditions and everything that forms
a part of your history. You like to collect both valuable objects and those that only have a personal
significance.
Throughout your life you will change your address constantly because you will be in a permanent
search for a better place. Some of those changes will be well thought out, but others will only be
whimsical. You must act rationally every time you think of moving to avoid complications or regrets.

This same influence will lead to your having as an adult, a fully realized emotional life. You will also be
healthy.
Moon Square Saturn:
You are hard-working, practical, realistic and firm in your objectives. Because of the great number of
responsibilities that you assume, you feel that life is difficult and you have many problems to solve.
Your emotional inhibitions, the lack of a feeling of personal security and the fear of frustration limit
demonstrations of affections. To others you may seem cold or distant when in reality your feelings are
strong and lasting. You have to overcome your inhibitions and express your emotions more openly.
It is probable that during your infancy you did not receive enough maternal love. Maybe your mother
was too busy or distant from you to pay you attention. Many present insecurities stem from the
relationship between the two of you. You must learn to free yourself from sad, frustrating or perturbing
memories, both from your infancy and from other past emotional situations. You can stay trapped in
memories limiting your possibilities of present joy. Because of this you tend to be very severe, rigid, or
emotionally detached in relationships. Most likely you will experience periods of loneliness.
If you succeed in liberating your emotional energy you will also avoid future health problems. This
astrological aspect can cause problems in your bones or joints.

SECOND PART:
Your destiny according to the 12 astrological houses.
******************************************************************
FIRST HOUSE: Your personality. Your body. Your childhood.
******************************************************************
Sagittarius Rising Sign (1st house cusp)
People see you as a restless, happy, and very spontaneous man. You leave a bit of humor and joy
everywhere you go.
You have a very jovial and childlike attitude that will make you look younger than you really are. You
are very curious and like to know everything that is going on around you, so you act freely and relate
easily to people. You are ingenious and easily influenced by others;
you must try to surround yourself with positive and sincere people. You become enthusiastic with any
new project because you like adventure, but can abandon them quickly if you become bored or lose
interest. The same happens in your romantic attachments. You must learn to control impulsiveness to
avoid future problems. In addition, you are idealistic and you like just causes. You are also interested in
traveling, especially to faraway and strange places.
You are very energetic and that will keep you active. It is recommended that you practice a sport or
exercise regularly, or you will become more aggressive. You should also be more conscious of your
nutrition and be careful with excesses because you have a tendency to gain weight easily. Do not neglect
or abuse your vitality.
Your childhood was generally happy and you received everything you needed. Also, it is possible that
you were overprotected by one of your parents and that leads you today into being more dependent,
spendthrift and whimsical. If you did not learn to be orderly then, you will not be so now nor in the future.
You must be conscious of your obligations and responsibilities so as not to generate problems in your
practical life, and do not look for someone else to solve them. You must maintain your optimistic attitude
and your sense of humor because they will generate positive energy in every aspect of your life.

******************************************************************
SECOND HOUSE: Money. Assets. Resources.
******************************************************************
Capricorn on 2nd house cusp.
Your economic progress in life will be gradual, slow, and progressive thanks to constant work and
your maturation over time. Because of this, it is possible that during the first part of your life you suffer
from several limitations, ups and downs or delays in the material plane.
You can excel in administrative or organizational jobs or those in which you assume big
responsibilities. You must learn to manage your own earnings, and also to save for the future; that way
you will avoid pitfalls and difficulties.
If you do not maintain your self-esteem and elevated confidence, you will suffer many economic
frustrations and will seek protection from your close relatives and friends. You must trust your own
initiative.
Mercury in 2nd house:
You value anything that produces practical results and is oriented towards earning money. Your ideas
are centered on the business world but you could also earn money writing, teaching, traveling or working
in the communications media such as radio, newspapers or television. It is probable, also, that you will
have several occupations instead of just one. You must concern yourself with achieving a good academic
level because your income depends greatly upon the utilization of your intelligence.
Mercury in Pisces:
Your mind is imaginative and receptive. You have a great intuition that allows you to know the ideas
and feelings of others without anyone uttering a single word. Your great wealth of fantasy and inspiration
give you an aptitude for artistic or literary works, but they can also accentuate your tendency towards
evasiveness. Often, Elton, you prefer to live in your magical internal world instead of confronting cruel
reality. Your mind is not completely logical or rational, instead it is controlled by your emotions. Your
manner of communication is changeable and you are only open with those with whom you have an close
ties. The lack of concentration and consistency can cause difficulties in your studies but if you receive the
encouragement you need, you will assume all your responsibilities. It is difficult for you to be objective in
your opinions and you are easily influenced. You will be interested in everything related to psychology
and nature, and you will probably have difficulty with mathematics.
Mercury Conjunction Mars:
You posses a great amount of mental energy and you are very restless, curious and impatient. Your
mind is clear and incisive. You like to talk and participate in debates where you can demonstrate your

mental acuity, though you can also be somewhat satirical and controversial and even harsh when judging
others. Your aggressiveness will be manifested especially in verbal form and it is important that you learn
to control your impulsiveness and not say or do things for which you will be sorry later. Elton, you tend
to dominate every situation you confront and will defend your opinions, whether they are correct or not,
aggressively.
Venus in 2nd house:
You possess the ability to earn money; you will be prosperous and very lucky. Social status and
luxuries are very important to you and you will probably spend a lot of money on pleasures. You possess
great charm and that will make you apt to excel in jobs concerning the public, the arts or the world of
fashion and beauty products.
Venus in Aquarius:
You are very sociable and popular. You do not have prejudices or inhibitions in your relationships,
which will allow you to meet a great variety of people. You are liberal in your way of feeling and your
romantic attractions can be sudden but not always lasting. You will run away from every relationship that
tends to tie you down or to limit your freedom. You feel more comfortable with a friendship than with a
serious relationship. It is probable that you appear to be a bit detached or unemotional in spite of your
congeniality because your emotions are controlled by your intellect and therefore you do not feel
comfortable with demands or expansive demonstrations of love. Your love life is special and different
and you will experience atypical situations; additionally, your choice of a partner will not satisfy your
family. You find happiness in everything different and unconventional.
Venus Square Jupiter:
You can be somewhat vain or conceited and, because you were overprotected by your parents, you
could be neglectful and disorganized. You possess a tendency to exaggerate situations and also to lack
control of your finances. Your strong optimism will make you a bit unrealistic, and therefore, prone to
place yourself in situations that later on you cannot resolve. It would have been better if your parents had
not been so accommodating but instead had taught you to earn things on your own.
Venus Trine Uranus:
You love your freedom above all other things. Your feelings can be unusual and your aesthetic taste
very original. Your great creativity excels and you can be very successful if you dedicate yourself to some
artistic activity. Your rebelliousness is understandable and you will never be destructive. Your personality
is magnetic and unconventional. Your romances could be fleeting and very special. You will always seek
what is different, unique and original.

******************************************************************
THIRD HOUSE: Your mind. Your education. Short trips.
Your brothers and sisters.
******************************************************************
The mind is a magnet: it attracts
to you exactly what you
think about.
Pisces on 3rd house cusp.
Elton, you are reserved, introverted and receptive. You have a great imagination that feeds your
mental processes and you can bring forth very creative ideas. You are also inconsistent and hesitant; it is
possible that you cannot concentrate easily and that illusions or fantasies interrupt you frequently. Your
communication is gentle and you need to feel a favorable emotional climate in order to express yourself
peacefully.
With respect to your studies, it will not be easy for you to decide what path to follow, especially if
you do not have a very clear vocation. You will change schools or institutions, or will abandon your
studies if difficulties arise. Your orientation is humanitarian and you will be concerned about knowing
human beings in all their various aspects. You can excel in studies that vary widely such as medicine,
psychology, art, music, metaphysics or naturalism. It is recommended that you alternate some of these
studies with your main professional choice in order to feel more complete.
Also, you will devote yourself to your siblings (if you have any) and other close relatives, concerning
yourself greatly with their well-being. It is also possible that you take short trips by sea.
Mars in 3rd house:
Your mind is very inquisitive, acute and impatient. It is probable that the majority of your decisions
are made hastily and without a lot of reasoning. You like to argue and possess the ability to defend
yourself verbally, though at times you could be overly aggressive with words. Your attention span will be
intense but not long, so that you could lose your patience with details, projects or studies that require a
very prolonged mental effort. You could have abandoned your studies because of boredom. It is
advisable that you combine your intellectual activity with some physical activity. This astrological position
can bring conflicts and fights with your siblings if you have any, or with relatives and neighbors in general.
Mars in Pisces:
You are very sensitive and feel resentment easily. You need to rest often to recover your energies,
especially at night. You can have a pleasing and nonaggressive stance, which allows your friends to take
advantage of your affection. Generally, you avoid confrontations of any kind and have difficulty in
expressing your own aggressiveness; it is probable that you surround yourself with combative or

demanding friends who somehow express what you can't. This is not good and will only reaffirm your
own insecurity, which is why it is better if you have not been overprotected by your parents so that you
learn to fight for the things you desire. On the positive side, this same astrological position suggests a
predisposition towards working and offering yourself in an unselfish way to the people who need you.
You will not need to feel recognition nor to be at the top. You have very intense emotions but only
partially show them.
Mars Square Uranus:
You possess a great capacity to be a leader and direct others. You have strong convictions and you
are a revolutionary. You never follow in someone else's footsteps and are aggressive whenever you feel
your freedom is limited. Your strong ego can cause conflicts with your friends and it is probable that you
gain some enemies by expressing your ideas frankly. If you learn to control your explosions of anger you
will achieve more success and happiness in your life.

******************************************************************
FOURTH HOUSE: Your home. Middle Age and Later Years.
******************************************************************
Aries on 4th house cusp.
Life in your family home was tense, active and stimulating. One of your parents showed much
character, authority and aggressiveness, and there were probably frequent discussions and fights. You
found in your home as much stimulus for your enterprises as strong opposition. You grew up in an active
home and, somehow, that impelled you into action.
During your maturity you will be a very dynamic, energetic and hard worker. You will not be able to
conceive of retiring or being passive during your senior years. You will feel full of vitality and enthusiasm,
and will show yourself to be capable of initiative. You will be youthful, positive, aggressive, and impatient
with people who get in your way because you are not willing to waste your time.
In this stage of your life, you undergo radical changes of various kinds (home, work and companion),
so that you feel you are beginning an independent and full cycle. This influence offers you a long life.

******************************************************************
FIFTH HOUSE: Love. Romance. Children.
******************************************************************
"Love is blind when it is born,
nearsighted when it grows, and
it sees all when it dies."
Taurus on 5th house cusp.
You associate love with the idea of stability. You are not attracted by fleeting or seductive
relationships and you desire a trustworthy, solid and permanent man in your life. Even though you are
very romantic, you keep your feet planted firmly on the ground and you think a long time before opening
your heart to someone. Once the initial coldness is overcome, you prove to be passionate and sensual.
You have stable and long-lasting feelings and, at times, will stay fervently attached to a relationship even
if it has no future.
This configuration suggests few courtships or long-term relationships; however you have great
charisma and, even though you do not seek it, you will always have an admirer in your life.

The following list will help you understand how you can
relate yourself to the rest of the signs. If you happen to
know the other person's rising sign, you have to combine it
with his/her sign in order to get a more complete description
of that person.
Sagittarius:
You will feel a great personal identification with people of this sign and together you can develop
projects common to both. A good sign for a serious relationship.
Capricorn:
A relationship tied in with business, finances or financial aid is favored over a romantic one. The union
offers stability and protection but could also be out of an interest in money.
Pisces:
You could maintain very good communication and an interchange of ideas. A mental or light
relationship is indicated.
Aries:

A personal and intimate relationship in which deep emotions will be shared. A very good sign for a
stable relationship because it indicates the possibility of making a home together.
Taurus:
A relationship of mutual love and attraction. You can enjoy and share many happy moments but
difficulties exist in maintaining the relationship over time. Ideal sign for courtship or romance, not for a
stable relationship.
Gemini:
An unequal relationship in which one offers more than the other. A difficulty exists in openly
expressing feelings. A work relationship is favored over a romantic one.
Gemini:
Ideal sign for serious relationships or associations. It is also possible that one of your best friends is of
this sign. This is a sign of complements; each can have opposing personal characteristics and that
generates attraction.
Cancer:
Magnetic and intense attraction is indicated. Sign of passionate and uncontrolled romance based on a
strong sexual attraction. A relationship that implies a dare or a strong emotional experience, though the
union could be short lived. You could go from love to hate.
Virgo:
A sign that represents a serious relationship; a happier and more spontaneous relationship based upon
the exchange of ideas common to both. One could assume a protective or teaching role with the other.
Probability of an encounter in a foreign land or of long voyages together.
Libra:
A sign that stands out in your destiny. The people of this sign, both friends and lovers, will exert an
important influence in your life. It is an ideal sign for serious relationships because it points out objectives
and ambitions common to both, but it can also indicate too much worry over social status.
Scorpio:
Sign of friendship that represents common desires and fantasies. Open, friendly, happy and warm
relationship, though probably it will not be lasting. If other common elements exist, it may lead to a
serious relationship based on friendship and respect for each other's individuality.

Sagittarius:
Karmic relationship initiated in previous lives. It is possible that you have to confront strong difficulties
to be together and that it is a clandestine or secret relationship. Also, it can indicate an impossible or
intriguing love affair. This sign is the least favorable for obtaining a happy and open relationship; if you are
involved in one, it will be difficult for you to cut yourself off or escape because of doubts about your
destiny and the lessons you have to learn.
Remember the following: everything that he does to you is what you did to him in previous lives. It is
good for you to practice the exercise of forgiveness and forget any negative emotions.

Note: if two signs are repeated, it means that the relationship
is more complex. If one of the signs is missing, its
interpretation is the same as the previous one. To make things
easier, this is the list of the signs: Aries, Taurus, Gemini,
Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn,
Aquarius and Pisces.

All relationships are PERFECT. Each situation you experience with another person is the perfect and
necessary one for your evolution; because of this, it is important that you do not cling to negative
emotions such as anguish, depression, fury, frustration, etc., and that you try to see at every moment
what life wants to teach you. Each person you know has a message for you and until you listen to it, it is
highly probable that it will be repeated. Some relationships have karmic ties: they have been initiated in
other lives and there may be dues to pay. It is possible that what someone makes you suffer is what you
have done to him/her in another time. That is why you must forgive and forget. In every situation repeat
to yourself : "everything is perfect"; though at the beginning you may not understand it, later it will be
crystal clear.

******************************************************************
SIXTH HOUSE: Health. Nutrition. Work. Service.
******************************************************************
Attention: in this section you will find recommendations to
improve your health, but in cases with specific problems you
must consult your doctor.
Sun in Aries:
Aries rules the head, brain, cranium, eyes, face, upper jaw and the carotid arteries. You are prone to
major headaches, high fevers, problems with your eyes, ears or teeth, and possibly bleeding. In general,
you are very vital and will recuperate very quickly from any physical ailment. The majority of your
problems stem from your impulsiveness, aggressiveness and impatience. It is possible that you enjoy
eating a lot of meat or highly seasoned meals, neglecting vegetables. Some of your digestive problems
can be caused by not chewing your food properly and then swallowing quickly.
To preserve good health, you must consider the following: participate in sports daily, especially ones
that require a lot of physical exertion; drink lots of pure water and avoid carbonated drinks; learn to vary
your diet, incorporating more vegetables and fruit; control your explosive emotions; sleep the necessary
hours; avoid recreation in enclosed places or those with a lot of smoke; live in well-lighted areas with
good ventilation; and in general, avoid irritating personal relationships or tasks.
Saturn in Leo:
This astrological position can cause hardening of the arteries, constriction of the coronary veins or
arteries, heart atrophy, weakness of the heart muscle, and circulatory problems in general. These
difficulties originate because of the lack of calcium, magnesium or potassium. It is also possible that your
heart is smaller than normal.
Gemini on 6th house cusp:
Your short term health problems may be caused by imbalances in or lack of the vitamin B complex,
which will provoke respiratory problems affecting the lungs, trachea, bronchi, or occasionally, nervous
exhaustion and its consequences.
It is recommended that you improve your diet by consuming foods rich in the vitamin B complex: all
legumes, whole grains, nuts and seeds, wheat germ, corn or rice, bananas, avocados, peanuts, nonfat
milk, yogurt, cottage cheese, eggs, freshly-squeezed fruit or vegetable juices, bee pollen, etc.
Your long term health problems may be caused by the uncontrolled consumption of fats and the lack
of vitamins B-6 and K, choline, inositol, lecithin, biotin and selenium. This could affect the liver, sciatic
nerve and lumbago. You could suffer from hip diseases and accidents to your thighs.

The natural sources of vitamin B-6 are: soy sprouts, lentils, peas, white sprouts, bananas, nuts,
sunflower seeds, avocados, wheat germ, white meats, etc. Vitamin K is found in: alfalfa, carrots, spinach,
soy, tomatoes, cauliflower, carrots, potatoes, etc. For minerals it is recommended that you eat all grains
in general, cereals and wheat germ in particular.

To have in mind: many of your emotional unbalances are not produced by external situations or
experiences but by blood disorders. The lack of some nutrients or intoxication or other excesses, can
often cause changes in your system and lead to depression, anguish, fatigue or aggressiveness. Because
of that, if you want to be happy, do not neglect your body--give it the best nutrition possible.

******************************************************************
SEVENTH HOUSE: Associations. Partnerships.
******************************************************************
Your companion is your reflection.
Everything you find in him, in
some way is in you.
Though you may have many short-term relationships, you will always look for these characteristics in
a serious relationship:
Gemini on 7th house cusp.
You will choose an intelligent, talkative, curious, but also very unstable and changeable man as a
lover. Together you could share many happy moments, travels, entertainment, and most importantly,
conversations. Neither will be sufficiently mature, and that could cause some susceptibility to family
opinions. Your companion can be naive or easily influenced and, if you do not surround yourself with
positive people, you may live in discord or have fights instigated by others.
Your need to have a flexible and changing relationship, and the inconsistency of both make the
probability of separation great, especially if the relationship becomes boring or monotonous. It is
necessary that you work together in difficult moments and that you communicate well. On your part, you
must avoid the tendency to be aggressive or very demanding of him, learning to see your mistakes too.
Your interests will change a lot through time and it is necessary that your relationship adjusts to such
changes; otherwise, you will look for a new person. This astrological influence can bring you many
relationships.
Uranus in 7th house:
You will choose as a lover an original, different and creative person. He will be highly charged and
also rebellious, which will make living together difficult. The relationship will be very unconventional and
will aim at emphasizing friendship between the two of you. Freedom and trust will be very important in
achieving success in the union. Do not attempt to maintain a formal or classic relationship because you
will become frustrated; rather, act freely and make your feelings be the most important thing.
Your great independence could lead to instability in your relationships. You will feel that the most
atypical, difficult and extravagant people cross your path. Your work with the public could excel,
especially if you dedicate yourself to something artistic or literary.
Uranus in Gemini:
You belong to a generation of progressive and innovative thinkers, a generation characterized by an

elevated level of culture and a large number of ideas that will transform social life. You are curious and,
fundamentally thanks to the use of your sixth sense, intuitive. Your generation are avid learners and
curiosity will lead you to travel and exchange ideas. On the negative side, you must learn to use your
initiative consistently, not leaving your projects partially done, and you must also express yourself calmly.

In order to get harmony in a gay relationship you have to learn how to recognize and handle the
following things: the narcissistic portion of your personality, the fear of giving yourself and then suffering,
the idea of losing your freedom, and the self-destructive behavior that keeps you from being happy. Try
to avoid the mistake of blaming the other one for your sorrow; you can always choose and you must be
aware of the mechanisms and fantasies that create your love relationships. Sometimes taking care of
"your own space" is an excuse shielding the fear of giving yourself. Changing relationships often, without
even knowing the other person or growing with him, is an evasion, and the only thing you are
demonstrating is your fear of knowing yourself or of allowing yourself to be known. Try to analyze your
own problems, because by being aware of your desires and fears you will have the power to control
your life; choose well in love matters and enjoy love.
Do not evaluate the success of a relationship by the result because it does not depend solely upon
you. Always analyze what you have done: if you have offered yourself correctly, if you have loved
sincerely, if you have set aside your selfishness, etc. What the other person does is his own responsibility
and you cannot manipulate it. In a couple, the responsibilities are always divided in half; take care of your
share. At times, one gives everything and does not receive anything; it does not matter. Destiny will take
care of it, returning all the love you may have given. Do not make the mistake of secluding or hardening
yourself or becoming emotionally detached because of suffering caused by others. Try always to be
truthful with what you feel and give yourself fearlessly because in the Universe nothing gets lost and
everything you give, you will get back.

******************************************************************
EIGHTH HOUSE: Dangers. Inheritances. Legacies.
******************************************************************
Cancer on 8th house cusp.
Your main element of danger is related to the water. You must be very careful if you go to a river,
lake or ocean. In reality, this influence is benevolent and protective, and will free you from true dangers.
It is probable that you will, later in life, receive family inheritances or other major inherited goods,
such as real estate or lands that will increase your estate.
Things that benefit Aries:
YOUR FAVORABLE DAY: Tuesday.
NUMBER: 9
COLORS: all tones of red, especially crimson or ruby red. Also favorable to you are bright colors and
blue and white.
STONES: ruby, hematite and all red precious stones. By affinity: diamond and turquoise.
METAL: iron. The metal favored in jewelry is gold and not silver or platinum.
Equal energies attract; because of this, people with the same tastes gather together. If you want to
attract positive people to your life and experience happy situations, you must take care to improve your
own energy. The only way to find a good companion, good friend, good job, etc., is by being good
yourself, radiating positive energy. Keep in mind that you will never conquer someone using pity or
threats, instead you will provoke the opposite response. If you desire someone or something, you have
to be splendid inside and out. If you feel good about yourself, you will attract the best.
Saturn in 8th house:
Hopefully, you learned from childhood to differentiate what is yours from what belongs to others, and
to share your possessions freely. It is probable that you are afraid of changes and so it is important that
you learn to have good habits that will not be necessary to modify in the future. As an adult you will
accept the responsibility of managing money for your companion or other people and you could excel in
finances and investments. It is also recommended that you get a proper sexual education because this
astrological position could indicate inhibitions or old-fashioned traditional concepts. You will also show a
strong interest in psychology and metaphysics.
Saturn in Leo:

You have a great need for personal recognition and will try to be a leader at any price. You must
learn to have better attitudes towards love, towards other people, and also, towards your own creativity.
It is probable that you are a very serious person, with an underdeveloped sense of humor; you are
cautious and reserved. Hopefully, your parents taught you to enjoy life and to relax despite the
responsibilities you assume. You possess a great mental vitality and will excel in fields such as education
and administration in general. It is important that you learn to share and not isolate yourself from others.
Pluto in 8th house:
You will have a long life thanks to your ability to regenerate yourself. You will experience many
intense situations and deep changes. You are interested in understanding the different processes of human
existence, especially life and death, and you will dedicate many hours of study to those subjects. Your
interest goes beyond curiosity; there is a very deep psychological impulse to be connected with mysteries
in general. You could excel in research, medicine or in natural sciences. Your inquisitive mind will lead
you to seek answers in the spiritual plane and you will seek the most coherent religion.
Pluto in Leo:
Your generation has a lot of personal pride and confidence in themselves. They are more worried
about their individual development than about group growth. During this period outstanding leaders and
heroes will emerge serving as an example to others. Elton, as a part of this movement, you have a strong
sense of authority and the ability to do well in business and the management of people. It is probable that
you are often selfish and that you do not listen to nor accept suggestions or advice from others. You will
be inclined to enjoy life's pleasures and will possess a strong desire to lead or dominate.

******************************************************************
NINTH HOUSE: Religion. Long trips.
******************************************************************
Virgo on 9th house cusp.
It is probable that you are not satisfied with your religion and you will not find one that fulfills your
needs, because you have a scientific attitude and your mind seeks logical answers that no religion can
offer. You want to have proof of God's existence, or at least, a coherent explanation of it, and you find
that each religion contains semi-truths. You must find the answers in this plane through meditation,
without letting overly rational thoughts intervene.
In addition, it is probable that you take long trips abroad to study or work. These will not be frequent
but every time you travel you will grow intellectually.
Neptune in 9th house:
You are tolerant, intuitive, impressionable and religious. You are interested in educational programs
and social reform. You enjoy traveling and especially trips that take you to exotic and faraway places.
You will find it easy to communicate in other languages. It is important that you do not become extreme,
such as developing religious fanaticism, and also that you adopt a practical attitude to your problems.
Neptune in Libra:
Your generation is interested in new concepts concerning law and social relations. They are altruistic,
humanitarian, passionate and lovers of peace, but they could also show an impractical, lazy or unwilling
side. Elton, as a part of your generation, you must choose your companion and best friends carefully,
because your tendency to idealize and not see things realistically will lead to deceptions. If you do not act
coherently and with a certain emotional detachment when selecting your companion, this astrological
position could lead to a future separation.
Neptune Sextile Pluto:
You possess a great creative and artistic ability. You will also fight against injustices and will seek
reforms in the legislative system. Your intuition is powerful and will lead you to study and reveal the
secrets of nature. It is probable that you are not totally understood in your ideas about freedom or in the
use of your mystical knowledge; nevertheless, your interest in the subject will not wane.

******************************************************************
TENTH HOUSE: Vocation. Professional success.
******************************************************************
Note: in order to come to a more accurate conclusion, you must
combine the information below with the characteristics of your
Sun (Chapter 1) and your Moon (Chapter 2).
Last 15 degrees of Libra on MC
Your destiny presents favorable conditions for the successful achievement of your goals. You have
much will power, shrewdness, and diplomacy, which become your best weapons. You are interested in
the different branches of science or in humanistic careers. You will turn your profession into a true art or
you will experience it as an authentic mission, and you will use all your energy and enthusiasm to fight for
what you want. It is probable, also, that you are interested in research and will enter deeply into your
profession trying to solve all the mysteries or questions there. With respect to your superiors, Elton, you
will not accept orders easily. Even when your position is very insignificant, you will discuss intelligently the
orders received if these do not satisfy you. You will be very successful in an independent profession
where you can be your own boss.
Your vocational choice points toward one of the following professions or a combination of them:
physicist, chemist, electronic engineer, diplomat, lawyer, enterprise director, investigator, fashion
designer, aesthetics, etc., or any other activity where you can develop freely.
It is probable that your home life was not very relaxed. One of your parents, whose intelligence you
have inherited, could have had an explosive character. You grew up in an environment where the ideas
and beliefs of others where constantly challenged, which led you to consider your own choices deeply
before acting on them. The people of Libra and Scorpio will be strongly influential in your destiny.

******************************************************************
ELEVENTH HOUSE: Friendship. Group activities.
******************************************************************
"A shared grief is divided, a joy
is multiplied."
Scorpio on 11th house cusp.
You are very selective with your friends. You need time to find the degree of trust that you can place
in each person before giving yourself. You are very suspicious and cautious, which will mean you have
few friends but any friendships you do have are very close and lasting. You choose people who are
authoritative and passionate in their ideas. You will share moments of mutual exchange of ideas and
others that are more tense since you prefer to fight and argue rather than keep your ideas to yourself, and
the friends you choose feel the same way. You enjoy sincere and very frank friends; it will be difficult for
you to forgive or forget betrayals or lies from others.
Your social life will not be intense due to your selective attitude and you will not find it easy to be in
groups or associations where you have to be flexible or subdue your personality.
Jupiter in 11th house:
You are very sociable and will be attracted to pleasures. You will have many friends and
acquaintances who will be very helpful. You will be interested in participating in organizations, groups,
clubs or religious activities. You probably have a big family to which you are very devoted. You will have
goals that you will achieve relatively easily, which could encourage you to be an underachiever.
Jupiter in Scorpio:
You love mysteries and suspense stories. You are an eternal investigator and you ask many questions
about everything because you possess a desire to know the world. You can demonstrate, also, a great
interest in the supernatural world and you could be inclined towards the spiritual and mystical. You have
great faith and confidence in yourself and you are very persistent in the search for your objectives.
Jupiter Trine Saturn:
This astral influence is very fortunate and offers you constructive strength and material success, and it
is strongly influenced by your family tradition. You are apt to achieve your own goals and to persist in
your purposes since you are patient, organized, practical and very realistic. Though you will not become
enthusiastic about your studies, you could show dedication if you find them useful to your future.

******************************************************************
TWELFTH HOUSE: Karma. Secret enemies. Bankruptcy.
******************************************************************
"Impossible things only require a
little more time."
Sagittarius on 12th house cusp.
You tend to neglect what brings you happiness, pleasure or simply entertainment. Maybe you are
absorbed in daily obligations and responsibilities, and because of that you do not enjoy your life fully. It is
necessary that you relax and learn to free your inner child. Also, you tend to be overprotective and very
generous with those you love, not observing your own limits.
You must take care to complete college or your education, and not abandon your studies. You
should also avoid the tendency to be fanatic about some philosophy or religion.
This astrological influence can lead to legal problems or losses abroad. You could become an exile,
or even escape to another country to hide.

******************************************************************
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******************************************************************
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